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Overview
• Tagging hadronically decaying 

tops is a well established 
benchmark for ML at LHC


• Broad comparison of methods in 
1902.09914


• Outline


• Introduction of task / dataset


• Landscape of taggers


• Going beyond

https://arxiv.org/abs/1902.09914
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Introduction



Heavy Resonance Tagging

• Hadronically decaying top/Higgs/W/Z


• Contained in one (large-R) jet


• m/pT >= ~1


• How to distinguish from light quark/gluon jets 
(and from each other)


• Used for new physics searches (and SM studies)

Classical handles: 

• Mass 
e.g., using a grooming algorithm  

• Centers of hard radiation 
e.g., n-subjettiness or energy 
correlation functions 

• Flavour 
b tagging of large-R jets or subjets 

• Combinations 
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➡ Well-defined problem with simple 
performance metric:  
Great environment to test 
algorithms 



Dataset
For consistent tests, need a common dataset:


• Based on 1701.08784


• Pythia simulated light quark+ gluon 
(background) vs hadronically decaying top 
quarks (signal) with pT = 550..650 GeV


• Delphes simulation, simple particle flow (PF)


• FastJet, AntiKt R=0.8, truth-matched


• 1.2M training examples, 400k each for 
testing and validation


• Store up too 200 constituent  
four-vectors of leading pT jet
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Starting from four-vectors allows a large 
number of approaches to be compared 
(more on that soon) 

Limitations / possible improvements 

• Inclusion of pile-up


• Track/vertex information


• Statistics


• Realistic detector model


• Systematic uncertainties
Data available at: 
https://desycloud.desy.de/index.php/s/llbX3zpLhazgPJ6

https://arxiv.org/abs/1701.08784
https://desycloud.desy.de/index.php/s/llbX3zpLhazgPJ6
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Machine Learning Mini-Intro
• Formulate task as a minimisation problem and solve

✓⇤ = argmin✓ Ex⇠p(x) [L(f✓(x),x)]
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• Neural networks are a convenient way of 
building expressive functions with many 
tuneable parameters (10s to millions) that can 
efficiently be optimised via gradient descent


• Loss function to distinguish two classes: 
cross-entropy 

• (We’ll come back to that) 

• If networks have many parameters:

• Interesting choices how to structure them 

(architecture) 
• Which ways of connecting the nodes in a 

neural network work well for physics data?

Loss function L
Neural network f✓

Parameters ✓

Opt. Parameters ✓⇤

Data x

Data distribution p(x)

<latexit sha1_base64="Wk6s6mJIi1cX8+DZYa/KmknvLA0=">AAAC23icbZFPb9MwGMad8G+UfwWOXCwq0OBQJahoTLlMwIHDBEWiW6U6VI7rrFYdO7JfA1VULhxAiCtfjBtfg0+Ak2asG3ulSI/f52fn9eOslMJCFP0OwgsXL12+snW1c+36jZu3urfvHFjtDOMjpqU244xaLoXiIxAg+bg0nBaZ5IfZ4kXtH37gxgqt3sGy5GlBj5TIBaPgW9PuH1JQmJui2tfWkiR3itXGCpPkIW48RmW179 ekc4y+5s5QSRLF4aM2izWbTysCcw70FDqkhhYc/ADtiQ2ySbwpoU+S87n3jzfJl7Q5/HiuLK8+rc76JJn5zIzI3Mktyu0T/pHfMO32on7UFP5fxK3oobaG0+4vMtPMFVwBk9TaSRyVkFbUgGCSrzrEWV5StqBHfOKl8jexadW8zQo/8J0ZzrXxnwLcdDd3VLSwdllknqyntGe9unmeN3GQP0sroUoHXLH1j3InMWhcPzSeCcMZyKUXlBnhZ8Vs7mNmdcqdJoTdpvBa7AxasRv/C+HgST8e9J++HfT2nrdxbKF76D7aRjHaQXvoFRqiEWLBOPgcfA2+hWn4Jfwe/lijYdDuuYtOVfjzL+uk5eE=</latexit>



the impact of the size of the test set on the quoted results, the performance metrics of the

best performing network were evaluated on 15, 4-batch subsamples of the test set. This

evaluation was performed only for the best performing network in the LHC 2016 pileup

scenario due to computational constraints.

3 Network Architecture

The networks studied here were implemented using the Keras suite [46] with the Theano

[47] backend. The input layer of the network consists of a vector of jet constituent pT, ⌘

and � coordinates. The network depth and number of nodes per layer were tuned manually,

exploring a space between 4-6 layers and 40-1000 nodes per layer. ReLu activation [48]

was used for the hidden layers while a sigmoid is used for the output node. The network

was trained with the Adam optimiser [49] for a maximum of 40 epochs. Early stopping

with a patience parameter of 5 epochs on the loss in the validation set was used. The model

used for evaluating the performance on the test set is the model with the best performance

(lowest binary cross-entropy loss) on the validation set. This method prevents overtraining

by freezing the model once performance on the validation set begins to decrease. The final

chosen network architecture consists of 4 hidden layers, with 300, 102, 12 and 6 nodes per

layer. Figure 2 shows a schematic of the overall network architecture used in this study.

... ... ...
φ1

η1
p1T

Input Layer�
Individual  $POTUJUVFOUT

Hidden Layers�
� layers, 300-� nodes per layer

Output Layer
Binary Prediction

Figure 2. Schematic of overall network architecture used.

3.1 Preprocessing

The key idea behind preprocessing the jets is that, by incorporating domain specific knowl-

edge about the jet physics, the dimensionality of the problem can be reduced. The prepro-

cessing steps were inspired by previous papers [22, 23, 25, 28] and determined through a

series of studies. Jets are scaled, translated, rotated and flipped.

First, the pT of all jet constituents is scaled by 1/1700 to ensure that the majority of jet

constituents have a pT approximately between zero and one. This ensures that the value of

the input nodes corresponding to the pT of the jet constituents are roughly within the same

order of magnitude as the input nodes corresponding to the ⌘ and � of the constituents.

– 6 –
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FIG. 1. QCD-motivated recursive jet embedding for classifi-
cation. For each individual jet, the embedding hjet

1 (tj) is com-
puted recursively from the root node down to the outer nodes
of the binary tree tj . The resulting embedding is chained to
a subsequent classifier, as illustrated in the top part of the
figure. The topology of the network in the bottom part is
distinct for each jet and is determined by a sequential recom-
bination jet algorithm (e.g., kt clustering).

B. Full events

We now embed entire events e of variable size by feed-
ing the embeddings of their individual jets to an event-
level sequence-based recurrent neural network.

As an illustrative example, we consider here a gated re-
current unit [21] (GRU) operating on the pT ordered se-
quence of pairs (v(tj),h

jet
1 (tj)), for j = 1, . . . ,M , where

v(tj) is the unprocessed 4-momentum of the jet tj and

hjet
1 (tj) is its embedding. The final output hevent

M
(e) (see

Appendix B for details) of the GRU is chained to a subse-
quent classifier to solve an event-level classification task.
Again, all parameters (i.e., of the inner jet embedding
function, of the GRU, and of the classifier) are learned
jointly using backpropagation through structure [9] to
minimize the loss Levent. Figure 2 provides a schematic
of the full classification model. In summary, combining
two levels of recurrence provides a QCD-motivated event-
level embedding that e↵ectively operates at the hadron-
level for all the particles in the event.

In addition and for the purpose of comparison, we
also consider the simpler baselines where i) only the 4-
momenta v(tj) of the jets are given as input to the GRU,
without augmentation with their embeddings, and ii) the
4-momenta vi of the constituents of the event are all di-
rectly given as input to the GRU, without grouping them
into jets or providing the jet embeddings.

IV. DATA, PREPROCESSING AND
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In order to focus attention on the impact of the
network architectures and the projection of input 4-
momenta into images, we consider the same boosted W
tagging example as used in Refs. [1, 2, 4, 6]. The signal
(y = 1) corresponds to a hadronically decaying W boson
with 200 < pT < 500 GeV, while the background (y = 0)
corresponds to a QCD jet with the same range of pT .
We are grateful to the authors of Ref. [6] for shar-

ing the data used in their studies. We obtained both
the full-event records from their PYTHIA benchmark sam-
ples, including both the particle-level data and the tow-
ers from the DELPHES detector simulation. In addition,
we obtained the fully processed jet images of 25⇥25 pix-
els, which include the initial R = 1 anti-kt jet clustering
and subsequent trimming, translation, pixelisation, rota-
tion, reflection, cropping, and normalization preprocess-
ing stages detailed in Ref. [2, 6].

Our training data was collected by sampling from the
original data a total of 100,000 signal and background jets
with equal prior. The testing data was assembled sim-
ilarly by sampling 100,000 signal and background jets,
without overlap with the training data. For direct com-
parison with Ref. [6], performance is evaluated at test
time within the restricted window of 250 < pT < 300
and 50  m  110, where the signal and background jets
are re-weighted to produce flat pT distributions. Results
are reported in terms of the area under the ROC curve
(ROC AUC) and of background rejection (i.e., 1/FPR) at
50% signal e�ciency (R✏=50%). Average scores reported
include uncertainty estimates that come from training 30
models with distinct initial random seeds. About 2% of
the models had technical problems during training (e.g.,
due to numerical errors), so we applied a simple algo-
rithm to ensure robustness: we discarded models whose
R✏=50% was outside of 3 standard deviations of the mean,
where the mean and standard deviation were estimated
excluding the five best and worst performing models.

For our jet-level experiments we consider as input to
the classifiers the 4-momenta vi from both the particle-
level data and the DELPHES towers. We also compare the
performance with and without the projection of those
4-momenta into images. While the image data already
included the full pre-processing steps, when considering
particle-level and tower inputs we performed the initial
R = 1 anti-kt jet clustering to identify the constituents of
the highest pT jet t1 of each event, and then performed
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Methods included
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Images / Convolutional networks

Fully connected network on 4-vectors

New set of substructure observables

Fully connected network on n-subjettiness

Recurrent analysis of clustering tree

1D Convolution on 4 vectors

Graphs

Set based

Explicit use of Lorentz Boost

Dirichlet analysis

• Highlighting some select architectures

• See 1902.09914 and refs therein for full picture
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1D Convolution on 4 vectors

Graphs

Set based

Explicit use of Lorentz Boost

Dirichlet analysis

• Highlighting some select architectures

• See 1902.09914 and refs therein for full picture



Top Quark

+

• Treat jets as images: 1407.5675, 1501.05968, 
1511.05190, 1612.01551, 1701.08784, 
1803.00107,….

• Popular and done before deep learning 

• Measure particle energies in calorimeter

• Image preprocessing


• center, rotate, mirror, pixelate, trim, normalise

(jet images by C Daza)

10

Jet Images



=
Top Quark 
 Jet

QCD Jet

=
11

Single top jet 10k top jets

Single QCD jet 10k QCD jets
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Convolutional network
• Analyse grid-like data with convolutional 

networks


• Same architectures as for computer vision


• Accounts for locality (correlation of nearby 
pixels) and translation invariance 

• Potential limitation due to sparsity/pixelisation 
for high resolution data


• No strong effect observed in this study


• Careful how to pre-process (1803.00107) 9

Figure 4. Architecture [29] of our default networks for fully pre-processed images, defined in Tab. I.

classification is a parameter that allows to link the signal e�ciency ✏S with the mis-tagging rate of
background events ✏B.

In Sec. III we will use this trained network to test the performance in terms of ROC curves,
correlating the signal e�ciency and the mis-tagging rate.

Before we move to the performance study, we can get a feeling for what is happening inside
the trained ConvNet by looking at the output of the di↵erent layers in the case of fully pre-
processed images. In Fig. 5 we show the di↵erence of the averaged output for 100 signal and 100
background images. For each of those two categories, we require a classifier output of at least 0.8.
Each row illustrates the output of a convolutional layer. Signal-like red areas are typical for jet
images originating from top decays; blue areas are typical for backgrounds. The first layer seems
to consistently capture a well-separated second subjet, and some kernels of the later layers seem
to capture the third signal subjet in the right half-plane. However, one should keep in mind that
there is no one-to-one correspondence between the location in feature maps of later layers and the
pixels in the input image.

Figure 5. Averaged signal minus background for our default network and full pre-processing. The rows
correspond to ConvNet layers one to four. After two rows MaxPooling reduces the number of pixels by
roughly a factor of four. The columns indicate the feature maps one to eight. Red areas indicate signal-like
regions, blue areas indicate background-like regions.

Architecture from 1701.08784
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Deep Sets

141810.05165 

General : IRC safe:

• To reduce pre-processing, might want to 
work with four-vector inputs of particles


• How to make independent 
from ordering of four vectors?


• Use permutation invariance of sum


• →Deep set architecture (1703.06114)


• Apply to jets: energy flow network 
(EFN) / particle flow network (PFN) 
(1810.05165)


• Simple and straightforward to implement 
but limited use of neighbourhood  
information



Methods included
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Graphs
• Combine locality of images with permutation-invariant 

handling of four-vectors 
→Graphs


• How to build a graph


• Vertex: particle (e.g., four-vector)


• Edge: distance (for example geometric)


• Works with:


• Data that naturally comes as a graph (e.g. a decay 
sequence)


• Data embedded in some geometric space (point cloud)


• Active development of graphs on CS side, increasing 
number of physics applications: 1902.08570, 1902.07987, 
1908.05318, 2008.03601, 2103.16701, 2101.08578, ….
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Closer look
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1902.08570

Neural network

Aggregation function 
(sum or max)

• Interactions of particles with its nearest neighbours


• Initially in physical space, later in learned space



Results
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General gain of ~2x compared to baseline 
(mass+few n-subjettiness variables)



Results
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• Strongest performance from ParticleNet (Graph based)

• Close field of well-performing approaches



Results
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• Gains from ensembles 
(averaging network predictions)


• Not really news for fans of BDTs



Results
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Slight gains from combining all 
taggers - limited orthogonally



Results
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More parameters do not automatically give more performance
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Summary so far

• Simple top-tagging problem as useful benchmark


• Comparison of different network architectures and 
data representations


• General large gain from more complex networks 
compared to traditional approaches


• Graph networks perform best, but dense field of 
good performances


• Other criteria will be more relevant for use:


• Speed, stability, ease of training, …
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Beyond
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Are we done?
• No (!)
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Are we done?
• No (!)

• Need: 

• Higger accuracy  

(easy to measure, many 
results)
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New Ideas
• Work on improving taggers continues

• Apply graph-architecture to jet clustering 
history in the Lund plane (Dreyer, Qu, 2012.08526) 

• Use attention mechanism in graphs to decide which 
particles are most relevant for given task (Mikuni, Canelli, 
2001.05311) 
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Are we done?
• No (!)

• Need: 

• Higger accuracy  

(easy to measure, many results)

• Better stability  

(domain adaptation issue)
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• Reduce impact of other variables on analysis result


• Remove correlation of classifier output with another variable

Decorrelation

" DEE ; ! " ,
SEE: an

"



How?
• Adversarial training (two competing classifiers) is default approach


• Unstable / difficult to train


• Find a regulariser term that fulfils the same 
goal but allows simple training to convergence


• Use distance correlation (DisCo)

30
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Our recast of ATLAS study for tagging 
boosted hadronic W jets using jet 
substructure

Result

2001.05310

Better discrimination
Lo

w
er

 c
or

re
la

tio
n

Decorrelation using DisCo achieves same 
performance as adversarial  method, 
easier to train



ABCDisco

• ABCD method used for background estimation


• Need two variables so that signal is 
localised but that are independent for 
background


•  Can we use Disco to train NN for either one or 
both variables?


• Recast ATLAS RPV SUSY search for paired 
dijet resonances (2 squarks to jets)


• Analysis done using high level kinematic 
features and angles

2007.14400
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Are we done?
• No (!)

• Need: 

• Higger accuracy  

(easy to measure, many results)

• Better stability  

(domain adaptation issue)

• More control over 

uncertainties
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Goal: Quantify uncertainty due to limited trainings statistics

Bayesian Networks

1. Replace weights 
with Gaussian PDFs

2. Sample network to get 
prediction+uncertainty

3. Capture effect of training statistics

1904.10004, 2003.11099
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Are we done?
• No (!)

• Need: 

• Higger accuracy  

(easy to measure, many results)

• Better stability  

(domain adaptation issue)

• More control over uncertainties

• Resource efficient implementations

• Experimental integration

• Theoretical understanding / 

explainability 
• More holistic learning 
• Problems beyond 

supervised learning 
• ….



• Deep Learning in fundamental physics rapidly developing solutions to a 
wide range of problems


• Object and Event classification


• Anomaly detection


• Robustness and uncertainties


• Fast reconstruction and simulation


• (Sub-)Jet Physics is leading the way in many regards


• Exciting to see what else we can do!!

Closing
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Thank you!
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Backup



Loss function: Supervised
Supervised Learning: 
Attempt to infer some target (truth label):  
classification, regression (often also clustering/inference)


Use training data with known labels 
(often from Monte Carlo simulation)

observable features 
such as kinematics, 
tracks,…

truth label  
(e.g. true energy)

Learn to predict:


predicted energy

x
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Classification: Minimize cross entropy
L = �y log (ŷ)� (1� y) log (1� ŷ)

<latexit sha1_base64="xBi5HWc2w2gcLB5X83fpaBKnjqs=">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</latexit>



Loss function: Unsupervised
Unsupervised Learning: 
No target, learn the probability 
distribution (directly from data)


Can use for sampling, anomaly 
detection, unfolding, …


Learn to  
predict:

True probablity  
density

x

<latexit sha1_base64="DWwq7n5/7Zg+3Iw6iqaeFlde4rM=">AAAB8XicbZBLSwMxFIXv1Fetr6pLN8EiuCozUqndFQRxWcE+sC0lk2ba0ExmSDJiGQr+CDcuFHHrv3HnvzHzQHwdCHyce0NOjhtyprRtf1iFpeWV1bXiemljc2t7p7y711FBJAltk4AHsudiRTkTtK2Z5rQXSop9l9OuOztP5t1bKhULxLWeh3To44lgHiNYG+tm4GM9db34bjEqV+yqnQr9BSeHCuRqjcrvg3FAIp8KTThWqu/YoR7GWGpGOF2UBpGiISYzPKF9gwL7VA3jNPECHRlnjLxAmiM0St3vN2LsKzX3XbOZJFS/Z4n536wfae9sGDMRRpoKkj3kRRzpACXfR2MmKdF8bgATyUxWRKZYYqJNSaW0hEYqlEG9lkPD+Sqhc1J1atXTq1qleXGf1VGEAziEY3CgDk24hBa0gYCAB3iCZ0tZj9aL9ZqtFqy8wn34IevtE2UKkjg=</latexit>

p̂(x) = f✓(x)

<latexit sha1_base64="zOVnzhLT3MpRM2vLFWOIdKsK7sc=">AAACE3icbZBLS8NAFIUn9VXrK+rSzWARqouSSKV2IRQEcVnBPqApZTKdtEMnD2ZuxBIC/gQ3/hU3LhRx68ad/8Y0KVIfBwYO59xh7nx2ILgCw/jUcguLS8sr+dXC2vrG5pa+vdNSfigpa1Jf+LJjE8UE91gTOAjWCSQjri1Y2x6fT/v2DZOK+941TALWc8nQ4w6nBJKorx9ZIwJREJcsl8DIdqLb+BCfYadvwYgBmY/7etEoG6nwX2POTBHN1OjrH9bAp6HLPKCCKNU1jQB6EZHAqWBxwQoVCwgdkyHrJtYjLlO9KP1TjA+SZIAdXybHA5ym8zci4io1ce1kcrqi+t1Nw/+6bgjOaS/iXhAC82j2kBMKDD6eAsIDLhkFMUkMoZInu2I6IpJQSDAWUgi1VDgz1crM1MxvCK3jslkpn1xVivWLuwxHHu2hfVRCJqqiOrpEDdREFN2jR/SMXrQH7Ul71d6y0Zw2Q7iLfkh7/wJGXJ8+</latexit>

p(x)

<latexit sha1_base64="qEW91vEqNeLb6My8q3Y/RqBmRPs=">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</latexit>

L = � log (p̂(x))

<latexit sha1_base64="WGreNv5Aa0BFqtpYPBORUGR0Hu8=">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</latexit>

Distribution learning: Maximise likelihood 
(minimize log-likelihood):



Loss function: Unsupervised
Unsupervised Learning: 
No target, learn the probability 
distribution (directly from data)


Can use for sampling, anomaly 
detection, unfolding, …


Learn to  
predict:

True probablity  
density

x

<latexit sha1_base64="DWwq7n5/7Zg+3Iw6iqaeFlde4rM=">AAAB8XicbZBLSwMxFIXv1Fetr6pLN8EiuCozUqndFQRxWcE+sC0lk2ba0ExmSDJiGQr+CDcuFHHrv3HnvzHzQHwdCHyce0NOjhtyprRtf1iFpeWV1bXiemljc2t7p7y711FBJAltk4AHsudiRTkTtK2Z5rQXSop9l9OuOztP5t1bKhULxLWeh3To44lgHiNYG+tm4GM9db34bjEqV+yqnQr9BSeHCuRqjcrvg3FAIp8KTThWqu/YoR7GWGpGOF2UBpGiISYzPKF9gwL7VA3jNPECHRlnjLxAmiM0St3vN2LsKzX3XbOZJFS/Z4n536wfae9sGDMRRpoKkj3kRRzpACXfR2MmKdF8bgATyUxWRKZYYqJNSaW0hEYqlEG9lkPD+Sqhc1J1atXTq1qleXGf1VGEAziEY3CgDk24hBa0gYCAB3iCZ0tZj9aL9ZqtFqy8wn34IevtE2UKkjg=</latexit>

p̂(x) = f✓(x)

<latexit sha1_base64="zOVnzhLT3MpRM2vLFWOIdKsK7sc=">AAACE3icbZBLS8NAFIUn9VXrK+rSzWARqouSSKV2IRQEcVnBPqApZTKdtEMnD2ZuxBIC/gQ3/hU3LhRx68ad/8Y0KVIfBwYO59xh7nx2ILgCw/jUcguLS8sr+dXC2vrG5pa+vdNSfigpa1Jf+LJjE8UE91gTOAjWCSQjri1Y2x6fT/v2DZOK+941TALWc8nQ4w6nBJKorx9ZIwJREJcsl8DIdqLb+BCfYadvwYgBmY/7etEoG6nwX2POTBHN1OjrH9bAp6HLPKCCKNU1jQB6EZHAqWBxwQoVCwgdkyHrJtYjLlO9KP1TjA+SZIAdXybHA5ym8zci4io1ce1kcrqi+t1Nw/+6bgjOaS/iXhAC82j2kBMKDD6eAsIDLhkFMUkMoZInu2I6IpJQSDAWUgi1VDgz1crM1MxvCK3jslkpn1xVivWLuwxHHu2hfVRCJqqiOrpEDdREFN2jR/SMXrQH7Ul71d6y0Zw2Q7iLfkh7/wJGXJ8+</latexit>

p(x)

<latexit sha1_base64="qEW91vEqNeLb6My8q3Y/RqBmRPs=">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</latexit>

L = � log (p̂(x))

<latexit sha1_base64="WGreNv5Aa0BFqtpYPBORUGR0Hu8=">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</latexit>

Distribution learning: Maximise likelihood 
(minimize log-likelihood): 
(either directly or with approximations)

*There also exists a number of 
other less-than-supervised 
approaches (weakly  
supervised learning, semi-
supervised learning, …) Not so 
important for now.



Complexity

300 weights

25 million weights:  
2016 state of the art for 

image classification

Deep Learning:  
Complex network + low level inputs

6 weights

KO
Q '
Q

On ⑦ yn
Ou

-022 ⑦
-04

Input Hidden Output
Layer Lager Lager

175  billion weights: 2020 
GPT-3 text  model



How do networks learn?
• Backpropagation + Gradient descent 

• Important: Loss function needs to be differentiable


• (Or find a differentiable approximation)


• Pass input (x1, x2, …) to networks


• From output calculate loss function 
Find gradient of loss function with respect to weights 


• Use gradient to find new weights

42

Learning rate

• Practically, this is taken care of by an optimiser algorithm 
(e.g. Adam as default) 

•

✓t+1 = ✓t � ⌘
@L
@✓t

= ✓t � ⌘rL

<latexit sha1_base64="zuf5e1/X7T03c+wV/vhd0FMWABs=">AAACW3icbVFdS+NAFJ2kutasu9aVffJlsCwIsiWRivZhQRCWffBBwarQlHIzndjBySTM3AglBPY37pM++FdkJ2mQ+nFg4My598y9nIkyKQz6/qPjtlZWP621173PG1++bna2vl2ZNNeMD1kqU30TgeFSKD5EgZLfZJpDEkl+Hd2dVvXre66NSNUlzjM+TuBWiVgwQCtNOjrEGUeYFLgflPQXba5If9LQEhrGGlgRZqBRgKRhAjhjIIuzslxSG1PpffCAgkjCsnHS6fo9vwZ9T4KGdEmD80nnXzhNWZ5whUyCMaPAz3BcVMOZ5KUX5oZnwO7glo8sVZBwMy7qbEr6wypTGqfaHoW0VpcdBSTGzJPIdlYrmre1SvyoNsoxPh4XQmU5csUWg+JcUkxpFTSdCs0ZyrklwLSwu1I2A5sm2u/w6hAGNeiCHPUbMgheQrg66AX93uFFv3vy++8ijjbZIbtkjwTkiJyQP+ScDAkjD+TZWXPazpPbcj13Y9HqOk2E2+QV3O//AUaDtfs=</latexit>


